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Making sense of the world’s investment markets has seldom been as difficult as now and 
so I thought I would start this month’s Prospects newsletter with a graph composite which 
(at the top) depicts the world’s most representative share market index, New York’s 
S&P500 and, below it, the JSE All Share Index.  

 
As you can see we in South Africa are experiencing uncharacteristic short-term indecision and price 
volatility because investors are finding it increasingly difficult to try and interpret where we are headed both 
politically and economically!  
 
As we all prefer not to be reminded, the world’s longest-duration bull market came abruptly to an end in 
January 2020 after 12 years of uninterrupted climb fuelled by continued US Federal Reserve (and to a 
somewhat less extent the European Central bank, the Bank of England and the Bank of Japan) money-
printing. Then came the global shock of Covid-19, a short February/March decline which wiped off three 
years of growth off the New York exchange and seven years off the JSE. The post-Covid recovery was 
unremitting on Wall Street as the Fed went into money-printing overdrive but the JSE has been in ever-
increasing uncertainty largely because the SA economy has been in its final stages of ANC mismanaged 
decay. We have experienced four bear phases since January 2020 compared with Wall Street’s one.  
 
If ShareFinder is correct in its projection in 
the graph at the top of this page, we are 
accordingly about to enter another bear 
short phase which will anticipate another 
short Wall Street decline likely to begin in 
early July and last until early September. 
On the right I have blown up so you can 
see the long-term version of the above 
graph so that readers can see for 
themselves the entire market history of the 
two indices since mid-2007 which 
nevertheless saw the JSE All Share Index 
deliver a compound annual average 
growth rate of 11.6 percent as depicted by 
the orange trend line and Wall Street    
15.6 percent compound: 



 
Those developments need to be seen in the perspective of US money-supply growth and the interest rates 
which went with them and so I have below re-published a graph with which readers should now be familiar 
since I have reproduced it several times lately. It takes us back to the time when the latest round of money-
printing began; to the time of the collapse of the Thai Baht which brought into question at that time the 
stability of the entire Far Eastern economy after waves of speculative “round-tripping.” 
 

 
All of that money printing should in the normal course of events have led to runaway inflation far worse than 
that experienced during the oil-shock-driven “Great Inflation” from 1965 to 1982 before the “Volcker Round” 
of Fed austerity plunged the world into deep recession to finally end it. However, as I have explained 
repeatedly lately, a flood of cheap consumer goods pouring out of an economically-awakening China 
initially put a lid on it and later the sheer scale of grotesquely-irresponsible money-printing made money 
one of the cheapest commodities on earth. Thus in recent years we have seen the rise of so-called ‘Zombie 
companies’; businesses kept alive simply because one could borrow money at sub-zero interest rates. 
 
All of that began to change when inflation finally awakened in the post-Covid period when the central banks 
were finally forced into action by suddenly-soaring inflation rates. Inevitably, however, the interregnum 
between the late 1990s and now has seen a whole generation of business leaders and bankers arise who 
have had no experience of either high levels of inflation nor realistically-priced money which is culminating 
now in the collapse of Silicon Valley Bank and, down the line from that, the probable demise of scores of 
‘hi-tech’ companies which have lately been contributing an unprecedented wave of employee layoffs of, 
until recently, the world’s highest-paid category of new-generation employees, digital programmers who in 
many cases have been making brain surgeons look like their poor country cousins.  
 
But it is ending now as the tech companies struggle to survive. As a consequence, the Tech-heavy Nasdaq 
has been falling at compound 19.3 percent compared with the Dow Jones Industrial Index – which is 
generally reflective of old style “analogue” capital which has been falling at just 9.9 percent and the widest 
measure of US investment activity, the S&P500 which has been losing ground 12.9 percent since 
December 2021. 
 
Whether the collapse of Silicon Valley, Credit Suisse and few other major banks will lead to a full-scale rout 
if the anti-inflation interest rate increases continue is now the critical question which will define the likely war 
against inflation. What is clear, however, is that central banks really do need to keep on mopping up the 
oceans of free cash that still remain. According to Visual Capitalist, global M1 supply, which includes all the 
money in circulation plus travellers cheques and demand deposits like checking and savings accounts, 
was $48.9 trillion as of Nov. 28, 2022 compared with just one trillion US Dollars in 1990. It has fallen 
significantly in the major advanced economies since 2020, but there is still a long way to go. 
 
So Silicon Valley was a red flag warning to central banks not to be too aggressive, but they surely cannot 
afford to end the war on a money surplus that took a whole quarter century of monetary irresponsibility to 



create. To give in now will entrench inflation in the form of highly synchronised trade union wage demands 
which would permanently lock in higher rates of inflation.  
 
Much of the current market indecision centres around that dilemma: the risk of runaway banking and 
corporate collapse versus the imperative to curb inflation. That the US Government is still able to borrow at 
just 3.34 percent – which is the current cost of a 5-year sovereign bond – against an official inflation rate of 
6.04 percent emphasises how cheap money still is and how much work still needs to be done to mop up 
the surplus. So I think central banks will be more cautious in future and perhaps not raise rates much 
further.....just hold higher rates for longer. 
 
What does all of this mean to small investors?  
 
Most readers I am sure understand that rising bond rates is bad news for share markets since dividend 
yields are absolutely linked to bond yields. In a booming economy increased corporate profits can trump 
rising ambient interest rate increases but when economic stagnation looms – as in South Africa where 
failing energy supplies, coupled with Transnet’s increasing failure to get our exports to port railheads, are 
forcing a second round of stagnation upon the natural consequences of rising borrowing costs – it is clear 
that share prices have to fall to bring dividend yields into line with bond yields.  
 
That fully explains why shares of our Blue Chip companies are standing at dividend yield levels which have 
not been seen since the Rubicon Speech era. The JSE overall average dividend yield is currently standing 
at 6 percent and, to cite a few mouth-watering examples, Anglo American at 10.5 percent, British American 
Tobacco at 6.8 and Vodacom at 6.7 percent. 
 
Compare those with Wall Street’s Blue Chip company average yield of 2.5 percent and you begin to grasp 
what a global investment pariah we have become of late. It is a clarion call for many investors to get their 
capital off-shore while they still can as politicians on the left have begun renewing their calls for a wealth tax 
and political observers have increasingly begun to ponder whether an EFF/ANC alliance will not emerge 
after next year’s election: in which case it is arguable that nobody’s assets will remain their own for long. 
 
The alternative view, of course, is that this is the opportunity of a lifetime to buy into greatly-enhanced 
dividend income and, down the line, an opportunity to double your capital.  
 
It all depends upon whether you are a pessimist or an optimist! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



The SA Prospects Portfolio: 

Our local portfolio continues its record-breaking growth record with the green trend-line underscoring a 
compound annual average growth rate of 17.4 percent coupled with a 4.4 percent dividend yield to give it a 
Total Return of 21.8 percent: 

 

  

The only remaining potential discard in this portfolio was Curro which we received from the PSG distribution 
and last month I recorded I would be happy to take anything better than R7.80 and so was happy to grab 
R8.25 on March 29. With the proceeds I suggested that we might buy Anglo American Plc which was then 
standing at a mouth-watering dividend yield of 6.07 percent. I said I was happy to pay R640 a share. I was 
thus more than happy to get them at R631.15 on March 8. Ahead of the coming dividend Anglo has lately 
been falling and so I grabbed another batch at R541 on March 16. I also targeted BATS at R615 and finally 
paid R625 to spend my remaining cash.  

The result has put me where I wanted to be given South Africa’s troubled political outlook: a high             
4.4 percent total dividend yield with nearly half of our income coming from overseas and seven percent in 
speculative potential money-makers in the shape of Purple Capital and Renergen. 

Here is the current portfolio 



London Blue Chip Portfolio 
 
This young portfolio is continuing to set new records having to date recorded a compound annual average 
price growth rate of 29.58 percent since inception in December 2019. 
 

 
 
One of the last pieces in my shopping list, Howdens Joinery, fell into my lap at £6.426 this week and so the 
portfolio now looks like this: 

 
I still have my eyes on Impax Asset Management if I can get them at  £7.20 or less and Solid State Plc if I 
can get them at + - £11. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



NYSE Prospects Portfolio  
  

I am also very happy with the 25.77 percent compound annual average growth rate of our New York 
portfolio. Since I judge that we are close to the bottom of the bear phase I have been buying wherever good 
opportunities come up and in this case there is just a small amount of cash in the portfolio and so I am 
looking to buy Quanta Services Inc if I can get $156 or less 
This is its current portfolio: 
  

 



Australian Blue Chip Portfolio 

 
Rising at a compound annual average growth rate of 26.76, our Australian portfolio is also setting records. 
One of the last pieces on my shopping list in this cocktail was Fortesque Metals which fell into my lap late 
last month at $20.13. So, with no cash left, this is how the portfolio looks now:  
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On the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should form the bulk of 
your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in your portfolios that are 
achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which head the lists. The shares 
listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment grade quality, their very high 
dividend growth rates and superior investment safety.  
  
The second block of ten offers significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of 
investment risk. The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and 
their very high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety. Finally, shares in the fourth block have been 
selected because they generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of 
investment risk: 



South Africa: JSE 



New York Stock Exchange: NYSE 



London Stock Exchange: LSE   

 
 



Australian Stock Exchange 
 

 


